One of the most striking examples of a foliated manifold was constructed by Thurston 
B rS q, where F acts freely on B [1] , [5] , [6] , [13] , [19] , [21] . The quotient space M is very complicated as a manifold, and it is natural to ask whether there exist codimension q foliations on spheres S n with non-vanishing secondary classes for q > 1 (Haefliger's problem 2, p. 241 of [22] .) One of the aims of this paper is to answer this question affirmatively (Corollary 4.6). For n 2q / 1, if S" admits a rank q subbundle Q _ TS then there exists a family of codimension q foliations on S for which a set of secondary classes takes on a continuous range of values. Other values of n > 2q also work, and S can be replaced with any dosed, oriented n-manifold M which admits a q-frame field Q c_ TM. This is a consequence of Thurston's realization theorem [25] , and the following two theorems which we will prove.
For each q > 1 a sequence of non-negative integers ( Vq, } is defined in 2.8 with the properties:
(1) (2) For q 2, lim_.ooo2,4k+l and /)2,4k+1 > 0 for all k > 0.
For q 3, lim k ooV3,3k+ oO and va,3k + > 0 for all k > 1. For q > 3, lim, ooVq, .
We denote by B Fq Haefliger's classifying space of codimension q smooth foliations. The integral homotopy groups of B Fq are denoted r,(BFq). THEOREM 
groups
For each q > 1 and n > 2q there is an epimorphism of abelian Received October 29, 1982. 1Supported in part by a grant from the Nation',d Science Foundation. For all q > 2 this theorem gives further independence results for the secondary classes, in addition to those previously established by Baker [1] , Heitsch [13] and Kamber-Tondeur [19] . For even q, the above yields the first variation results proved for H*(BFq).
In previous papers [14] , [15] we constructed a set of independent rigid classes in H*(BFq) for Note that X is N-connected, and is defined by the isomorphisms (for n>N+l) l: H"(M) H"(I) H"()') H"(X). [2] the map r2q+(X) (R) Q --, H2q+(X; Q) is onto, and so a multiple of each class in H2q+ (X; Z) is spherical. The claim follows.
Case 2. q is even. Then %+I(BSOq)= 7rq+l(Bl'q+) is a finite group. We construct a new space X' by attaching (q + 2)-cells to X so that rq+ I(X') is a torsion group, and fx extends to f.: X' ---, BFq +. The space X' is (q-1)-connected, and rq/ I(X') (R) Q {0}. Therefore, in the minimal model d//x' for X', (see [2] or [23] An explicit construction of foliated manifolds for which some secondary classes are independently variable has been given by Heitsch [13] and Rasmussen [21] . We recall their results in a form convenient to our purposes. ,r*(W,) (sLs-Z:) *. which is an algebra summand, and hence there is an inclusion : (sLs-IV*) * ,n'*(Iq). For V V we let aq denote the resulting graded Lie algebra, and q be a basis of .Z'q over R chosen so that '() _ (s.eq*).
When q > 1, q is an infinite set. In fact, it is easy to see that so the integer Vq, of (2.8) is just the number of elements in q of degree (n--1).
Theorem 2.7(b) asserts that the set ,'*o k,(V,)c_ r*(BFq) is independently variable when evaluated on the subgroup generated by the images of the maps (Fx) #" t,(Yq) ',(BFq). By Proposition 2.9,  
In either case, R q is a set of admissible cocycles which are rigid. To finish the proof of (3.2) we invoke the homotopy permance results, Proposition 6.9 and Corollary 6.10 of [14] . In the notation of [14, p. 380], for q 2k, k even, set .= {yzcg}, and for q 4m 2 with m > 1 set { yz 2 Y-mC-, }" Then the conditions of (6.9) are satisfied. Observing that R q is the set a, of (6.9) For even q > 6, o has at least 2 algebra generators so .L'(n) 4 :0 for an infinite number of n > 2q + 2. When q > 10, we have in addition that rq, n is positive for all n >> q.
Existence of foliations
The space B Fq was introduced by Haefliger [8] , [9] to give a homotopy theoretic solution to the problem of classifying foliations. For an open mani-fold M, the Gromov-Phillips theorem [9] shows the homotopy classification yields a geometric classification. For compact manifolds, the realization theorem of Thurston [25] 
